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Let H = - f  d + V on 1’(Z), where Y(x), XC 2, are i.i.d.r.v.‘s with common 
probability distribution p. Let h(t) = i e -““dp(v), let N(E) be. the integrated density 
of states, and let vE be the invariant measure at energy E. It is proven: 
1. Lel h be d-times differentiable on (0, + 03) with bounded derivatives such that 
h”‘(t) + 0 as I -P + co for j = 0, 1, . . . . d. Then: (i) N(E) is a Cd function. (ii) !f d > 3, 
vs is absolutely continuous for all EE R and dvE/dx is of class C[‘d-“~21~’ jointly 
in E and x. 
2. Let h be differentiable on (0, + m) with h”‘(t) = O(e- b”‘) ,for j= 0, 1 and some 
b > 0. Then dv,fdx is jointly analytic in E and x. ?7 1990 Academic Press. Inc 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The one-dimensional Anderson model [ 1 ] is given by the random 
Hamiltonian 
H= -$d+V on 1’(Z)> 
where for any UE I’(Z) 
(du)(x)=u(x+ l)+ 24(x- l), x E z 
and { VX)),,~ are independent identically distributed real random 
variables with common probability distribution ,u; its characteristic 
function will be denoted by h, i.e., h(t) = l e-““&(u). 
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Let I,, I, E Z and let [I,, I,] = {xe Z :I, <x< I,}. We will denote by 
H C/l, hl the operator H restricted to Z’([/i, Z,]) with boundary condition 
u(x) = 0 for x not in [I,, I*]. 
The Invariant Measure 
Let EE R. The eigenvalue equation associated with the operator H is 
$4(x+1)+2+-l)]=(V(x)-E)u(x), XEZ, (1.1) 
If we define 
Z(x) = ___ 4x) Efi 
u(x-1) ’ 
where R = R u { 03 } is the one point compactilication of R, we can rewrite 
(1.1) as 
1 
Z(x+1)=2(V(x)-E)-- 
Z(x)’ 
XEZ. 
Let v be a (real finite) Bore1 measure on R. We denote by ~(E)(V) the 
Bore1 measure on R which satisfies 
/f(Y) CP(WV)l(4) = 1 P(dV) j/f( 2(0 - a - 3 v(h) (1.3) 
for all f15 C(R). 
We will say that v is p(E)-invariant if and only if p(E)(v) = v. 
If p is not concentrated on a single point it is a consequence of a 
theorem of Furstenberg (see part B.II.4 of [a]) that for every EER there 
exists a unique p(E)-invariant probability measure vE on 8. 
vE is always a continuous measure (see Part A.II.4 of [2]) and hence can 
be viewed simply as a measure on R. 
If 1 log( 1 + 1~1”) I < + co for some a > 0, Lepage showed that the 
map R 3 E -+ vE is weakly locally Holder continuous [3]. 
If V has the Bernoulli distribution, i.e., V(x) can take only two values, 
say, 0 and 1, Martinelli and Scoppola [4] showed that vE is singular for 
II large. 
Under the assumption that p is absolutely continuous with a finite 
second moment, Lacroix [2] proved that vE is absolutely continuous with 
a continuous density. If the density of p is in the Sobolev space L:(R) = 
{fe L’(R)/ there exists gE L’(R) such that g(t) = (1 + t*)“/‘f(t)} (tl> 0) 
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and has compact support, Simon and Taylor [S] proved that vE is 
absolutely continuous and its density is jointly C” in E and x with 
dv./dx E L*(R, (1 +x2) dx). 
The Density of States 
The integrated density of states N(E), EER, is defined by 
NE) = lim (21-k I)-’ # (eigenvalues of H, ,. /, d E). I- zc 
It is a consequence of the ergodic theorem that for almost every potential 
the limit exists for almost all E and is independent of the potential [6-lo]. 
N(E) is always a continuous function [ 11, 123. Under some mild condi- 
tions on p it was shown to be log-Holder continuous [ 131 and Holder 
continuous on compact intervals [14, 151. 
Without restrictions on p we cannot expect too much more regularity. 
An argument of Halperin (see [5]) shows that when 1( = 4 6(u) + 4 6(u - a), 
given any a > 0 one can choose a so that N(E) is not Holder continuous 
of order a; in particular it gives exampIes where N(E) is not Cl. Carmona, 
Klein, and Martinelli showed in [lS] that if V(x) takes on only two 
values, say, 0 and b, then for b large enough N(E) has a nontrivial singular 
component. This had been conjectured by Simon and Taylor [IS]. Subse- 
quently, Martinelli and Micheli [16] proved that the Lyapunov exponent 
goes uniformly to infinity in the spectrum of the random operator as 
b -+ co. If this fact is used in the proof at Theorem 2.2 of [ 151 if follows 
that N(E) is actually purely singular for b large enough. 
Under the hypothesis that p is absolutely continuous with finite second 
moment Lacroix [23 showed that N(E) is C ‘. Simon and Taylor [ 5) 
proved that if p is absolutely continuous with density F, where F has com- 
pact support and FE L:(R) = (fe L’(R)/ there exists g E L’(R) such that 
g(t) = (1 + t2)“j2f(t)} with a > 0, then N(E) is C”. Campanino and Klein 
[ 171 showed that if h is of class C” on (0, + co) and all the derivatives are 
bounded with some fractional polynomial decay, then N(E) is C”. March 
and Sznitman [lS], using discrete excursion theory, also derived similar 
results. 
Results. In this article we derive regularity for vE and N(E) under more 
general assumptions on p. For example, if h is of class C” on (0, -t cc ) 
with bounded derivatives and h”)(r) -+ 0 as r -+ + a;: for all Jo 2 + = 
{x E 2 :x 2 01, then it follows from our theorems that vE and N(E) are 
absolutely continuous with C” densities. In particular, if p is absolutely 
continuous with finite moments of all orders vE and N(E) have C X 
densities. 
We now state our results 
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THEOREM 1. Let deZ’\(O} and let h be d-times differentiable on 
(0, + CO) with bounded derivatives such that 
lim h(j)(r) = 0 for all j= 0, . . . . d 
f---r +m 
Then N(E) is of class Cd. 
THEOREM 2. Let dEZ+\(O} and let h be d times differentiable on 
(0, + co) with bounded derivatives such that 
lim h(j)(r) = 0 for all j= 0, . . . . d. 
1’00 
Let E E R and let vE be the unique p(E)-invariant probability measure. If 
d> 3, then vE is absolutely continuous and dv,/dx is of class Cccd- ‘)‘21 ~ ’ 
jointly in E and x. 
THEOREM 3. Let h be dfferentiable on (0, + CQ ) and let 
[h”‘(r)1 <Me-“’ for c>O and j=O, 1 
for some M-C + 00 and a > 0. Then vE is absolutely continuous and the 
function 
dv, RXREI(X, E)+dx~R 
has an analytic continuation to x,, x rc,, for some a,, a, > 0, where n,,, nal 
are strips around the real axes of widths a, and a,, respectively. 
We finish this section by briefly describing the strategy of our proof. 
We first introduce the supersymmetric transfer matrix (see [17, 191) as 
a bounded operator which is defined on a Hilbert space and depends 
smoothly (see Section II) on the energy E. In this article we give a direct 
construction without the use of superspaces or supersymmetry. 
Next we study certain properties of the spectrum of the above operator. 
In particular we obtain existence and uniqueness results for the eigenvector 
r(E) which corresponds to the eigenvalue 1 (see Sections II and III). 
Finally, we are able to express vE and N(E) in terms of tE and the proofs 
of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 follow through standard arguments in functional 
analysis (see Section IV). 
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II. THE SUPERSYMMETRIC TRANSFER MATRIX 
In this section we study the supersymmetric transfer matrix that was 
introduced by Campanino and Klein [ 171, without the use of super-spaces. 
We refer the reader to the work of Klein and Speis [19] as well as to 
Campanino and Klein [17] for more insight into the formalism and 
nomenclature used here. 
DEFINITION 1. Let R+ = [0, + co) and let Y(R +) be the usual 
Schwartz space over R+. Let IE E Z + \(O} and let /I (In be the norm on 
P’(R”) defined by (see [17]) 
llfll~= i f I)2krm~‘i2f(k)(r2)llL2~R+,, fc,Y(R+). (2.1) 
m=l k=O 
We define Xn to be the completion of y(R + ) under the norm )( /In. 
Let a, and z?& be two Banach spaces. We will be using the notation 
g1 4 &$ to indicate that ~8, can be continuously imbedded in gZ. 
Remark 2. Trivially ;yt”, 4 X”, if n an’. Since X1 q C,(R’) and 
2, qL2(Rf) we conclude that Xnc; Co(R+) and HnqL2(R+) for all 
n~Z+\(0}. Moreover one can easily see that #3ci L’(R+); thus 
Xn G L’(R+) for all n E Z+ with n 3 3. 
DEFINITION 3. Let ZEN+ = {zEC:Imz>O} andlet /?(z):R-+Cbe the 
function defined by 
B(z)(r) = h(r) eizr, rER, 
where h is the characteristic function of the distribution of the potential 
defined in Section I. We will denote by B(z) the operator multiplication 
by P(z). 
DEFINITION 4. We define the supersymmetric transfer matrix to be the 
operator T: 9’( R + ) -+ C( R + ) defined by the formula 
(?‘,f)(cp*) = - k JR2 evivp-‘++f(‘) ((p’*) d*q’, fe .Y(R +), cp E R*, (2.2) 
where cp2 G cp I cp 
LEMMA 5. Let f be an element of y(R+). Then 
(i) Tf is of class C” on (0, + co). 
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(ii) For all kEZ+\{O}, 
(2.3) 
(iii) Let n~Z+\{0), then 
for all kgZ+ with k,<n and all (qpl, . . . . (P~)ER~~. 
Proof: (i) Let r0 E (0, + co) and let ‘p,, be a vector in R2 such that 
cpi = rO. Let F: R* -+ C be the function defined by the formula 
F(v) =f(v2), cpER2. 
Trivially 
f”‘(ro) = Pd)-’ v. .V,,F, 
where V,, is the usual gradient in R2 at the point qo. 
The result now follows from the fact that the function 
R2aq + Tf(cp’)~R is of class C” in R2. 
(ii) Let F be as above, let D, be the closed disk in R2 centered at 
zero with radius R, and let C, be the circle in R2 centered at zero with 
radius R and parametrized by 
co, 27-c) 8 -+ q(B) = ((pi(e), q,(B)) = (R cos 0, R sin 0) E R*. 
Since V, . (p/2q2 = 0 for cp # 0 we get from Stoke’s theorem that 
lim 
s h’bo R2\D,q 
q.(2$-‘V,Fd2cp 
= lim 
s RbO R2\Dn 
V,. C(2d-’ rpF1 d*v 
-~~o~cRF(dC(2v2)-’ v,&,-(2v2)-’ p,zdpll 
=- lim 
I 
c0s2e + sin20 
2n F(cp(Q) 2 de= - xF(O). 
R’xO 0 
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The above equations prove (ii) in the case k = 1. The result for any k 
now follows from Fubini’s theorem and the fact that f’“’ = (f’k-‘))(“. 
(iii) Let P: R*” -+ C be the function which is defined by the formula 
F(cp,, . . . . (P?J=P 
( > 
i ‘Pf 3 
I=1 
where 
(P~=((P~I, (Pi2)ER2, i= 1 , . . . . n. 
Let F’: R2” --t C be the function from R”’ to C which is defined by the 
formula 
(-1)” 
II 
F’(cp;, . . . . rp;) = - 
71” 
-i 1 ‘Pi.9: 
i=l 
x F(cp, > . . . . in) fi d*Vi, 
,=I 
cp: = (6 dd E R*, i = 1, . ..) n. (2.5) 
Differentiating under the integral sign in (2.5) we get from the chain rule 
that for all k E Z + \(O) with k <n and for all (cp’, , . . . . cp:,) E R2” 
(2.6) 
Finally, after an integration by parts (2.6) yields (2.3) for the case cp: # 0, 
i = 1, . . . . n, and the result follows. 1 
DEFINITION 6. Let ZEZ+ and let h be a complex valued function 
defined on R; we will say that h E (si’ if and only f is t times differentiable 
on (0, + co), bounded with bounded derivatives, and such that 
lim r- +m h”‘(r) = 0 for all j = 0, . . . . 5. 
PROPOSITION 7. (See also [ 17-193). (i) T extends to an isometry on 
<fl; with T2=Ifor all neZ+\(O}. 
(ii) Let n E Z+ \{O} and let h E 8”, then B(Z) is bounded operator on 
3$for allzEn+. 
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ProoJ: (i) IffeY( then (2.4) implies that 
112 krm-1’2(Tf)(k)(r2)(lL2(R+) 
= 112 (m-k)ym-1/2f(m-k)(r*)IlLZ(R+) (2.7) 
for all m E Z + \ (0) and k = 0, 1, . . . . m and the results follows. 
(ii) is a trivial consequence of the Leibnitz rule and the triangle 
inequality. i 
LEMMA 8. Let q E Z + \ (0) and let 4 be the usual Fourier transform in 
R4. Let P1, P2 E CW) and let {S,},, N be a sequence of elements in L*(R”) 
such that i/f,, t/ Lz(R4) < M for all n E N and for some M < + 03. Then there 
exists a subsequence {fnk}keN such that {p1[F(j?2fn,)]}kEN iS Cauchy in 
L*(R”). 
ProoJ See [19, IV.1.5 J. 1 
PROPOSITION 9. (See also [ 18, 193). Let n E Z + \{O}, let h E Q”, and let 
ZEN+. Then 
(i) (B(z) T)* is a compact operator on sn. 
(ii) Let g(Xn) be the Banach space of all bounded linear operators on 
X”. Then the operator valued function 
n+ 3 z + B(z) TE &?(Xn) 
is norm continuous. 
Proof (i) Let us assume first that /I(Z) has compact support. Let 
LfhEN be a sequence in & such that J/&J, GM for all n EN and some 
m < + co. We will show that there exists a subsequence (&, jicN of 
If414EN such that [[B(z) TB(z)](f,,)li,, is Cauchy in Xn. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that &EY(R+) for all qEN. 
Let meZ+\(O) with m<n and let kgZ+\(O} with k<m. Using the 
Leibnitz rule and II.5 we get that for all (cp, , . . . . cp,) E R*“’ and for all q EN 
CC&) WzW-)l’k’ ( f (pi) 
i=l 
kf + kz = k 
X 
f ( R&l 
exp -i f cpI f~3! B(z)(~‘) 
i=l . ‘,I ’ ( ! I  ““) 
x fa;) (2.8) 
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From (2.8) and Lemma II.8 we get that there exists a subsequence 
t LJiEN of ILJ,,N such that 
( \I rm - iI2 IICW) ~W~)l(.f,,)l’~’ (r2)llL~fR+i~rtN 
is a Cauchy sequence in R. 
If p(z) has compact support the result now follows from Definition II.1 
and the fact that the set of compact operators on Xn is an ideal in B(.X,,). 
Let q E Z + and let W, be the bail of radius q in R. Let { gy f y E N be a 
family of real valued functions defined on R with the properties 
(1) gy is of class C” in R with 
I gck) (r)l & M 4 for all k<:,qtzN, rER+ 
and for some M which depends on n, 
(2) g,l w, =I andg,),,,,q+,=Ofor all qeN. 
Let G, denote the operator multiplication by g,, qE N. We will show 
that G,B(z) -+ B(z) in operator norm on #n as q + + co. 
Indeed let meZ*\{O) such that m < n and let k 6 m. If,fe Y(R + ), then 
l/r m -I” (C[IG,B(Z)I(~)I’~‘(~‘)- [B(zf(f)l’k’(y2)}t(/.Z(R‘) 
Gk, +kzk3=k IY- 1’2f(k3Yr2)g~*Yr2) B’k”(z)(r~)ll L2(R+, 
k, #O 
+k3+s=k Ilr”-“‘k,(r’)- l)f’k”(r2)P(z)(k2)(r2)IIL2(Ri ,. 
However, fi(z)(k”g, + &z)‘~” in L”(R + ) as q -+ + m for ali k’ <n and 
gy’ /qz)‘k” -+O in L”(R+) as q+ +cc for all k’,k”<n with k”#O and 
(i) follows. 
(ii) Let m~Z+\{0} with m,<n and let k,<n. If fGY(R+) and 
z~E~+, then 
Ilr mmm “‘i [B(z)(f)l’k’ trz)- [B(zO)(f)l’k)(r2))IIL2(Rt) 
d k, +z=, llrm- “Yk’)(r2) CB(zYk2’(r2) - D(zo)(k2’(r2)lll L2cRt,. 
However, p(z)‘“” -+ lj(~~)(~‘) in L”(R+) as z + z. for all k’ <n and the 
result follows. 1 
Let x and y be any two elements of Z, let z be any complex number in 
Ii’ +, and let q be any element of Z + \{ 1,2 >. We shall make use of the 
random complex valued function jy(x, y; z) which is defined on R* 
through the formula 
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j,ky;z)(r)=ew ir (x l(ff~2,,1-z)~11~) [. I , rER+. (2.9) 
We will also make use of the operator J&x, y; z): Y(R ‘) -+ C(R ‘) which 
is defined by 
[J&T Yi w-m2) 
= s &(x~ Y; zM2)CL,(y~ Y; z)fl”’ (cp’) d2vy fe Y(R + ). (2.10) 
LEMMA 10. Let zEZ7+ andlet qEZ+\{O}. 
(i) Iff E 9(R’) then J&x, y; z)(f) is of class C” on (0, + co) for all 
x, yeZ and 
CJ& Yi z)(f P ( i d) 
i=l 
(-1)" 
=36k71" C(x WC241 -z)-lly)lk jR2ni,(xyv;z)( i vi.f74) 
i=l 
x Cj,b, y; z)f Icnek) 
foralIneZ+\{O) andkEZ+ with k<nandall(~,,...,(Pn)ER2n. 
(ii) /(xl (Hc2,,,-z)-’ Iv)1 <MM,e-bi”~y~lmz for all x, YE& 
qEZ+\{O, 1,2} andf or some M, < -I- 00 which depends only on z and some 
b > 0 which is independent of x, y, and q. 
Proof: The proof of (i) is similar to the one of 11.5. Part (ii) can be 
proven through an argument due to Combes and Thomas and can be 
found in [lo] as Lemma 3.3. 1 
PROPOSITION 11. Let fEY(R+), z~Zi'+, and nEZ+\(O}. Zf hEOn, 
then for all (cpl, . . . . (~nkR”‘> qEZ+\{O)> and mEZ+\(O} with mdn, 
C(W) Wf I( 5 4e) 
is I 
= P(z) ( f q?) x E {i,(z, 2 2) ( Fl d) 
r=, 
(-1)” 
x- 7cn s R2mjq(2P 4;2)( !l Vi’P:) 
x [I.&(% 4; z)f 1’“’ (2.11) 
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Pvooj Using arguments in principle similar to the ones used in II.5 one 
can actually show (2.11) directly. However, the proof can be done in much 
greater generality through a supersymmetric argument which can be found 
in [19] as Proposition 111.2.4. 1 
THEOREM 12. (See [19,IV.2.12)). Let neZ+\{O}, h~6*, andz~n+; 
then 
(i) B(z) T has d’ ucrete spectrum on 3u?, with zero being the only 
possible accumulation point for all m = 1, . . . . n. 
(ii) I is an eigenvalue of B(z) T on H* for all m = 1, . . . . n. Mcweover 
ifzE17+ then 1 has algebraic multiplicity one on Sj? for aN m = 1, . . . . n. 
(iii) Th e s ec ra p t l d‘ ra zus of B(z) T on I& is one for all m = I, . . . . n. 
Moreover if z E II + , then 1 is the only eigenvalue of modulus one. 
Proof. Part (i) follows from the compactness of (B(z) T)‘. 
Let qEZ+\(Oj, ZEZ~‘, and (cpl ,..., cp,)~R”“. Using IIS we can 
rewrite (2.11) as 
II T)” (f)l ( 2 d) 
i= 1 
(2.12) 
where mEZ+\(O} with m<n, 
5,(z) = B(z) Efj,(Z 2; z) 1, 
and f E Y(R). Since for ail I,, 1, E Z and all z E Z7 + 
Im(HL,,, izl -zf-’ = (Im z)[(Hc,,. ,27 - Re z)‘+ Im z)‘] -’ 
and 
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for some C< + co, we conclude from Lemma 11.10, the dominated con- 
vergence theorem, and the Leibnitz rule that (B(z) 7JY converges uniformly 
to a rank one projection P(z) on XM for all m = 1, . . . . n, where P(z) is 
defined by the formula 
P(z) u-1 =f(O) 5(z), .f~yP(R+l 
and 
g(z)(r) = ,‘ima t,(z)(r) 
C2,m)-z)r11 2) P(z)(r), rER+. 
(2.13) 
Parts (ii) and (iii) follow now as in Theorem IV.2.12 of [19] from norm 
continuity and the dicreteness of the spectrum of B(z) T. 1 
III. CONNECTIONS WITH .RANDOM MATRICES 
DEFINITION 1. Let Y”(R+) be the real vector space of all functions in 
Y(R+) such that for. Let n~Z+\{0}, and we define X”, to be 
the real Hilbert space obtained by taking the completion of Y”(R ‘) 
under II IIn. 
DEFINITION 2. Let z(R) be the real vector space of all functions in 
Y(R) which are real valued. Let no Z+ \{O}, and we define X, to be the 
real Hilbert space obtained by taking the completion of 8((R) under )I )I X, 
where 
and 
(Ff)(r) = $1;: e-(i’2)‘xf(x) dx, j-~ z(R), 
PROPOSITION 3. (i) SF”,= {f~ti”:f(O)~R} for all n~Z+\{0}. 
(ii) Xn + i G Xn for all n E Z+ \{O} and X, G C,,(R). Moreover 
X, = Lf(R, 64( 1 + x2) dx) 4 L;(R, dx). 
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(iii) 9 extends to an orthogonal linear transformation from Xn to %‘I 
and its inverse is given by the formula 
(F--‘(g))(x) = -!-- Re liu eC1’2) ixr g(r) dr, 
4,/J; 0 
gEY”(R+). 
Proof. (i) This follows trivially from 111.1. 
(ii) This follows immediately from III.2 and 11.2. 
(iii) This follows directly from 111.1, 111.2, and a straight forward 
computation. 1 
PROPOSITION 4. Let z E II + and let B(z), T he the operators defined in 
Section II. Then 
(i) T leaves A!‘:, invariant and is an orthogonal linear transformation 
on sf:,. 
(ii) If h E W’, then B(z) leaves Xi invariant and is a bounded operator 
on 2:. 
Proof (i) This follows directly from 11.4, IIS( and 1.7(i). 
(ii) This follows trivially from II.3 and 11.7(ii). a 
Let E E R. If the invariant measure vE has a density rE it follows from 
( 1.3) that fE must be a solution for the eigenvalue problem 
[A(E) S] r= r 
in L’(R, dx), where 
(Sf)(x)=f(-x--)X-*, XCR 
and 
(W)f)(4=~fb+W4Mdv)~ XER. 
It is not hard to see that S is an isometry on L’(R, dx) with S2 = I and 
A(E) is a bounded operator on L’(R, dx) with norm one. 
PROPOSITION 5. (i) S leaves Xn invariant for all n = 1, 2, . . Moreover 
S is an orthogonal transformation on Xn and S = 9 ~ ’ TF. 
(ii) Zf hE6” then A(E) leaves Xn invariant and A(E) =9;-‘B(E) F 
for all E E R. 
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Proof: (i) It suffices to show that for all f~q(R), T[@(f)] = 
P[S(f)]. Indeed if fE g(R), then 
- ~~-312 +CC e-i/2Wf 
--co 
= _ 271-3/2 j'," (- ;)f(x, &s,; d2ql ,i--(i12)xv: 
= -$ j’: e”2x-‘f(x) dx 
Wf( _ x - ’ ) x - 2&. 
The above calculation was done formally, but it can be justified by a 
routine approximation argument and the result follows. 
(ii) Like before it suffices to show that for all fox, 9A(E) = 
B(E) B for all E E R, which follows from a routine computation in Fourier 
integration. 1 
COROLLARY 6. Let EE R, n E Z + \(O}, h E 8” and let t(E) be an eigen- 
vector of B(E) T on S$ which corresponds to 1 and has the property 
[(E)(O) = 1. Then the unique p( E)-invariant probability measure is absolutely 
continuous with density 
r,=L 8-‘[c(E)]~& 
& 
(3.1) 
COROLLARY 7. If h E (fi” then 1 is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of 
B(E) T on %, for all E E R. 
Proof: Corollary III.6 implies that 1 has geometric multiplicity one and 
the result now follows as in IV.2.12(iii) of [19] (also see [S]). l 
Remark. 8. Let EE R, let h E 8, and let t(E) be the unique element at 
& with the property 
[B(E) Tl(t(E)) = 5(E), tXE)(O) = 1. 
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Let UJn~N be a sequence of elements from 6P(R + ) with f, + r(E) in & 
as n + co. It follows, taking a subsequence, that, for almost all cp E R’, 
Moreover, if h satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3, one can easily see 
that the convergence in (3.2) is uniform in cp. Thus r(E)(r) is continuous 
on [IO, + a3 ) and exponentially decaying as Y + x. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Let .&E R, n E Z+ \{O), and h E 8”. Let z E C and let t(z) be the eigen- 
vector of B(z) T on Xn which corresponds to 1 and has the property 
<(z)(O) = 1. From 111.7, 11.12, 11.9, and a routine perturbation argument 
(see [S, 17, 18)) we conclude that there exists a closed contour y around 1 
and a complex neighborhood U, of E, such that y is in the resolvent of 
B(z) T (viewed as an operator on 3u;) for all z in U, n Ii + and 
5(z) =& [j (B(z) T-z’)-’ dz’] (t(Eo)), ZE u,nl=7++. 
I 
One can easily show now (see [17]) that the complex valued function 
17+3z+ I &)((P~)CTCS(~)~~(O d2q E C R? 
is continuous on n + and that its restriction to the real axes is of class 
C’- ’ on R. Thus Theorems I.1 and I.2 follow from III.6 and the relations 
(see [17, 193) 
dN 
~=~!imOIm(E{<O JH-E+iq)-‘JO))) 
=IlimIm i 
7Tfl\O [j RZ 
t(E+ W(cp2)CTCW+ ~~)11(cp’) d*rp 
1 
~(~)((P’)CTC~(~)II(~~) d*v 2 1 (4.1) 
where N,, is the absolutely continuous part of N. 
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Remark. Using III.3 we can rewrite (4.1) as 
dN,,l 
dE =4 s r,( -x)(L-s~,l x1 dx, R 
where rE = (2/J%) F ~ ’ [t(E)). Thus 
dN l+m 
$=; _ 
s 
rE(-x-I)&(-x)x-‘dx 
cc 
1 
s 
+a0 
=4 -rn 
r,(x) rE(x-‘) x-2 dx, 
which is a known formula (see [2]). 
Finally, let a > 0 and let rc, = {z E C :Im z > - ~1); under the assumption 
of Theorem I.3 one can show (see [ 17, 193) that the function 
is analytic for some o! >O. Consequently like before from Theorem II.12 
and a routine perturbation argument we conclude that the function 
is analytic for some c1 >O and Theorem I.3 follows from Corollary III.6 
and Remark 111.8. 
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